
 

 

Category: Transport or Automotive Campaign 
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Entry title: Manchester Airport Targets Its Outer Catchment Area 

 

 
Brief and objectives: 

The brief and primary objective was to create a consumer focused campaign that would 

generate targeted media coverage in Manchester Airport's outer catchment area (outside 

Greater Manchester), to raise awareness of its key long haul routes. 

As well as targeted media coverage secondary objectives were: 

 To profile the potential of Manchester Airport with airlines in a bid to secure and 

attract new routes 

 Increase web traffic and social media following 

 Increase passenger numbers and load factors on flights 

 Profile the airport as the UK's global gateway in the North 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Manchester Airport's catchment area is vast. It spans North up to the Scottish borders, south 

to the Midlands, west to Wales and Merseyside and east across Yorkshire. Although being in 

our catchment area, media in these places don't often see the news appeal of the airport so 

rarely cover it editorially, mainly as they have their own smaller airports, although they don't 

have the long haul network we have. The airport's current strategy is to reach out to people 

outside of Greater Manchester to encourage people to use Manchester either by coming via 

train or flying into Manchester on domestic routes and then out again with long haul 

codeshare partners.  

Working with our Strategy team the Press Office obtained data that showcased how many 

people from each county in the catchment area flew from the airport and where to, in order 

to give us meaningful insights to build up a local and national story that would also appeal to 

regional media in each county. 

We mapped out each region/county in our catchment area and made a bespoke media list of 

every regional, local and online title in each area to ensure no media were left out. This saw 



us create a media list in excess of 500 journalists spanning news, business and travel 

sections. This meant we'd appeal to a wide range of passengers - leisure market, business 

travellers (who fill the high yielding front end of the plane) and VFR - visiting family and 

relatives. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

The strategy was to create a series of 15 regional press releases (one for each area) and a 

national press release. Each release also had an accompanying map based infographic, 

which the airport had designed to clearly show where people flew to. The infographics were 

incredibly informative, engaging and eye catching and clearly told the story from a visual 

point of view. Feedback from media was how great they were and gave them a great asset 

in print/online to tell our story, in a meaningful way to their readers. 

To make the releases even more newsworthy we also reached out to key businesses and 

organisations (in each area) for supportive quotes/endorsement in what a growing 

Manchester Airport and its route network meant to them. This gave additional local angles 

making our releases even more relevant to the journalists we were targeting. By having a 

mix of organisations also allowed us to target different journalists at the same publication for 

slight variations of the same story eg general news, business and travel. Each reaching a 

different type of traveller and promoting the routes  relevant to them.  

 

Implementation of tactics: 

Each release and infographic was sold into each media title in that locale to generate 

coverage relevant to them and their readers. The media sell in was incredibly 

targeted/bespoke and taking the time to make tailored media lists for each county paid 

dividends.  

In addition to sharing with media each infographic was also pushed out through the airport's 

social media channels and the following types of organisations were tagged/@-ed to 

encourage engagement and reach for each area: 

 Tourism bodies  

 Business organisations eg Chambers of Commerce 

 LEPs 

 MPs 

Timings: 

Research - early March 2018 

Release writing - mid March 2018 

Quote and fact finding - mid March 2018 

Issue and media outreach - end March 2018 



Measurement and evaluation:  

In total the airport generated more than 100 pieces of coverage spanning from Wales to 

West Yorkshire, Belfast to Bolton, Lincolnshire to Lancashire and Cheshire to Cumbria. 

The Press Office achieved coverage in more than 45 places where they had never achieved 

media coverage before, therefore bringing the brand and key routes to new audiences 

across the catchment area.  

On social media the Press Office generated more than 500 engagements (likes, shares re-

tweets etc) and impressions of more than 10 million. It led to followers increasing by 25% 

compared to the previous month.  

We also found and developed relationships with a wealth of new journalists who have asked 

to be kept informed of future airport activity.  

In addition to strong consumer and social coverage, following the activity the airport has 

seen: 

 10% growth in total passengers year on year 

 Two months after the campaign we saw the announcement of two new long haul 

routes to Mumbai and Addis Ababa - both key markets for the airport and the 

coverage helped secure the airlines as it demonstrated the power of our outer 

catchment area 

 An MSP from Scotland asking to come for an airport tour to learn more about our 

routes and development off the back of seeing the infographic 

 22% growth in passengers from outside of Greater Manchester compared to the 

previous year 

This means all objectives were more than delivered. 

 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

The only cost was for the creation of the infographics which was £300 so an incredibly 

strong ROI was generated. 

 


